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C HAPTER 1

The wizards

This is the good wizard. He was the king’s royal sorcerer. He is a brave, truthful wizard and used his head
rather than his body. He created the 4 amulets to trap
the fundamental powers that caused lots of troubles.
He is from the river lands and love his family.His weakness is that he tends to miscalculate threats.

S ECTION 1

The bad wizard
This is the bad wizard. He is from the forestlands.He
grew up hating his good family and wants control over
the 4 amulets so he can become ruler of the worlds. He
invented his own form of evil magic by infusing good
magic with the seeds of evil to get trapped magic. His
weakness is his power is other’s power and he does not
have his own power (except turning good magic into
trapped magic.
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C HAPTER 2

T HE E VENT

One night,the evil wizard got a sleeping potion. He
planted a seed of evil into the potion and set out to the
castle. He found the good wizard and put it in the
drink. As soon as the good wizard’s tongue touched it
he was out like a baby. The bad wizard proceeded in
stealing the amulets by using a trapped controlling
spell to make a guard take him to the wizard’s workshop and then open the safe that held the amulets. After the bad wizard put the amulets into a jar of liquid
evil and left them to succumb.At first the amulets
didn’t join but soon the evil magic got into the cracks
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took over. When the good wizard finally woke up he
found his amulets gone and the bad wizard rampaging
and taking all the wealth from the kingdom to the last
carrot. Anybody in his way got turned to stone and broken into 1000 pieces. After he took the wealth from the
kingdom he destroyed the castle by ripping every single
block in the castle into dust and coating all of the kingdom in dust solidifying every atom coating everything
belong to the kingdom( people included in this coat before turning them to stone too. But the good wizard survived by using his sheer mental force to create a barrier
around him and his workshop . as soon as the bad wizard was of focus he grabbed his trusty white wand and
went to fight the bad wizard. He knew he couldn’t win
because the bad wizard had the amulets but distract
him so he could think of a good idea.Suddenly, the idea
came to him.

To be continued...
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C HAPTER 3

T HE TRAP

Suddenly the good wizard got a good idea. Using all his
power he trapped the bad magician in a magical shell
trap. At first it was clear but as the evil wizard struggled against it it became a white eggshell. The evil wizard tried many things even planting seeds of evil into it
before he remembered the amulets. He used the first (
water) but it failed and he almost drowned. The second
(earth) was useless because the boulders passed right
through and the earthquake/volcano just buried the
shell, not break it. The third (air)made the shell grow
bigger like a balloon but the shell would not burst and
the hurricane/tornado just caused it to stretch.
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Then, at last he used the fire amulet. The evil wizard
was so surprised when a beam of fire the strength of a
candle flame touched the shell tat it instantly turned
black and dissolved into a dust. This is what the good
wizard had been dreading. He knew unless he put all
his power into the shell in a few seconds it would break
and the bad wizard would be unstoppable. But if he did
do it, all of his power would be lost and he would be
powerless for 1 whole year. Finally, he took the plunge
and gave all his power. The evil wizard 1 second before
victory suddenly found the shell become jelloy and stop
dissolving. Unwillingly, He transferred his soul to the
amulets because he knew his body was trapped forever.
when The good wizard saw this he knew he had to dispel or hide the amulets. The only choice was to give his
life. He gave his life to make the ruins of the kingdom
into an unreachable forest. But since he kept his soul
from the moment it was cast the spell began to
weaken...

To Be Continued
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C HAPTER 4

The
Reawakening
As the spell weaken over the years, Outside things
caused it to morph. As the 20th century dawned, The
place became the city of New York. One day,an old
building was demolished. As the trucks carried the
scraps away it started to rain stones but as soon as the
first stone touched the ground it turd to water. At first
since they didn’t do any damage people didn’t care but
the stones just got bigger flooding the entire city! New
York faced plague after plague of constant damage
once a rainstorm struck it. As soon as the rain stopped
the water from the storm turned to fire!! Once, a rockslide turned tornado halfway up the slope and destroyed central square! Then at a dump 4 intricate medieval amulets were found and put into the museum.
They were red, white, blue, and black. beautiful pieces
of mystery. Why? Every time a plague struck the amulet closest to the color of the destructive force would
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glow. If the force changed (like from water to fire) the
amulets closer to the new force would light up. Only 2
people connected the lines to what the truth was. The
amulets were causing the plagues. One of the 2 people
who knew about this was a kid called Max. He wanted
to destroy the amulets but he didn’t have enough
money to buy the amulets from the museum and the
other person was named Rob who is a millionaire he
wanted to make NY his home but he was worried that
the amulets would destroy the peace. So he bought the
amulets for 10 million and was about to destroy them
but since the bad wizard had put his soul into the amulets as soon as he touched all four he was possessed by
the evil wizard.The good wizard’s soul had feared that
this would happen so he went to Max and joined souls
with him but not possessive of him. Max went off to
free Rob from the evil wizard. He tried to fight the evil
wizard but he had no skill and the evil wizard had the
amulets. In fact he was almost destroyed by the evil
wizard. The evil wizard destroyed NY like he destroyed
the kingdom couple centuries ago.Then on a rampage
he teleported to Mt. Everest to unleash the amulets to
the world.
to be continued.....
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C HAPTER 5

The End
Max came up with a plan he teleported to
Mount Everest he then pretended he learned how to
fight and forced Rob to edge of a cliff.The good wizard
created a portal to soul abyss and planned that Rob
would back into the abyss the bad wizard soul would be
roped into the abyss. And Rob wouldn’t be possessed in
any way. But then a pig walked on the cliff right into
Max and made him lose his focus. While the evil wizard
took a chance to use the amulet to trap Max and push
him into the abyss.But the pig head butted him on the
chess and caused him to trip and fall into the abyss.
The good Wizard closed the abyss teleported Max and
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Rob home. Fixed NY and took the amulets with him up to
Heaven.

The End
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